







Signiﬁ cance of Learning the Diversity of Igneous Rocks
─　Focus on the identiﬁ cation of granite-like rocks　─
Kenichi Yoshidomi and Reiji Hasegawa1
Abstract: Igneous rocks are divided by the diﬀ erence of constituent mineral and texture such 
as equigranular or porphyritic.  In junior high school, it is required to observe the various 
volcanic and plutonic rocks and to understand that diﬀ erences in their textures are caused by 
diﬀ erences in their formation process.  Although students of science teacher training course can 
correctly identify typical igneous rocks, but they often cannot identify rocks in the boundary 
region or untypical appearances.  This study clarified that the beginners tend to identify 
igneous rocks based on uncertain features such as color and presence of magnetism rather than 
the combination of minerals.


















































質（Si や Al に富み，Fe や Mg 成分に乏しい）な岩石で，
等粒状組織（完晶質）をもち深成岩に区分される。花
崗岩の主要構成鉱物は，石英，カリ長石，斜長石，黒






































































































































ࢳ ࣕ ࣮ ࢺ 97.6%
ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 97.6%
▼ ⅊ ᒾ 100.0%
Ᏻ ᒣ ᒾ 95.2%
ᩬ ⣎ ᒾ 83.3%
ሷᇶᛶ∦ᒾ 83.3%
◁ ᒾ 100.0%
ⰼ ᓵ ᩬ ᒾ 26.2%




01 ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 48.1%
02 Ᏻ ᒣ ᒾ 66.7%
03 ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 29.6%
04 ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 66.7%
05 㛝 ⥳ ᒾ 85.2%
06 ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 25.9%
07 ⣽⢏ⰼᓵᒾ 18.5%
08 ᩬ ⣎ ᒾ 18.5%
09 ⰼ ᓵ ᒾ 51.9%
10 ⰼᓵ㛝⥳ᒾ 88.9%
11 ὶ ⣠ ᒾ 74.1%
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